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I have been a professional JavaScript developer for the last 5+ years and currently heading up as
Head of Development for a mobile app company. From building one pager websites, full stack
websites, single page web apps and custom components. I use various libraries and frameworks
such as jQuery, Backbone, Handlebars, React.js, Less, Sass, Node.js, Express, Jade, Mocha,
MongoDb, along with DevOps skills on AWS’s platform, using technologies like EBS (ELB, EC2),
Lambdas, S3, Cloudfront, and Route53.
2015 saw a radical shift towards adoption of ES6 and I was an early adopter of React, and using
Babel to make ES6 (ES7) viable with other great tools like webpack and gulp. I’m a big fan of using
ES6, and more recently have looked at other newer libraries like immutable.js, redux, typeScript
and am looking at adopting BEM-CSS style.
Before becoming a JavaScript developer I worked as a game designer, thus I am very proficient at
Photoshop and Sketch, these skills have combined with my coding ability to help me deliver
projects to a high standard.
I still prefer Webstorm over Atom, and always Mac over PC these days.
Outside of work, I attend meetups involved within the web community. One I regularly attend, is the
Facebook React meetup, held monthly. Meeting the very talented individuals who have built tools
used by millions, such as Babel and redux, both of which enjoy a beer or two afterwards.
Below is software and libraries I use regularly, or have good experinece with.
Software: Webstorm, Sketch, Photoshop, Atom, Flash, MsOffice, Construct2, 3DsMax, Mappy 2D, Zbrush, TimeLineFx
Libraries: React.js, Backbone, jQuery, Node.Js, Express, Underscore/Lodash, Handlebars Moment, Numeral, Bootstrap,
Redux, AWS, MongoDb, Redis, D3,

Employment
Head of Development @ Boppl

November 2014 - present

Managing a team of developers to maintain a CMS mobile ordering platform.
July 2015

Fullstack Developer as Contractor (outside of normal working hours)

Produced a fullstack website using Node.js, Express, MongoDB for a Requirements Job Board.
Software Developer @ Boppl

April 2013 - November 2014

Built a web based app for a mobile ordering platform, allowing orders to be received & actioned.
Software Artist & Project Management @ Waterfront

February 2009 - February 2013

Created and managed the development of lots of highly branded games for a STB company.

Education
1st Class Hons (BSc) in Computer Games Design 2005 - 2008 Staffordshire University
MongoDB Certified Certificate 2015 MongoDB University

